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Articulation Station Pro Articulate It! Pro ArikPix Full Speech Tutor Pro Webber Photo Artic Castle Pro

App Store link Articulation Station Pro by Little Bee 
Speech


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/
articulation-station-pro/id491998279

Articulate it! Pro by Smarty Ears

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/

articulate-it-pro/id391296844

ArtikPix - Full by Expressive Solutions 
LLC


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artikpix-
full/id356720379

Speech Tutor Pro by Synapse 
Apps, LLC


https://apps.apple.com/us/
app/speech-tutor-pro/

id1323272450

Webber Photo Artic Castle Pro by 
Super Duper Publications


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/webber-
photo-artic-castle-pro/id553925592

Price $59.99 $46.99 $29.99 $39.99 $39.99

Discount Sales 3-4 times per year 1-2 times per year rare price varies frequently rare

See Pricing History on 
AppSliced

https://bit.ly/3gIXZEy https://bit.ly/31GAXrF https://bit.ly/3iqM8LG https://bit.ly/3gPe6jU https://bit.ly/33LocyK

Last Sale mid March - early May 2020 early May 2020 early September 2017 mid May 2020 late November 2017

Current Sale 40% off ($35.99)  8/12/20-8/26/20 - 
https://bit.ly/2XSStId

50% off ($19.99 - lowest price ever) - 
their app sale has been extended to 

9/30/20 -  https://bit.ly/340DIH5

Initial Release Date 2/4/12 11/12/10 4/1/10 12/16/17 (but elements of this 
app date back to an older 

app released 3/28/11 when 
Pocket SLP was part of their 

branding)

10/9/12

Most Recent Update 3/6/20 4/25/19 1/4/20 1/28/19 6/20/15

Version 2.6.9 6.3 3.2.1 2.2.5 1.2

iOS Required iOS 9.0 or later iOS 8.0 or later iOS 12.0 or later (but those who 
previously purchased it can still use it on 

an older iOS)

iOS 8.0 or later iOS 7.0 or later

Device Compatibility iOS Universal iOS Universal (but many features only 
available on iPad)

iOS Universal iOS Universal iOS Universal

Device Orientation Landscape Landscape or Portrait (only Portrait if 
using on iPhone)

Landscape or Portrait (only Portrait if 
using on iPhone)

Landscape (iPad), Portrait 
(iPhone)

Landscape (iPad), Portrait (iPhone)

App Size 396.5 MB 518 MB 104 MB 498 MB 398.2 MB

Free Lite Version to 
try before buying

Articulation Station by Little Bee 
Speech


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/
articulation-station/id467415882 

(includes /p/)

No ArtikPix by Expressive Solutions LLC

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artikpix/

id383022107 (includes /b/)

No Webber Photo Artic Castle Free by 
Super Duper Publications


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/webber-
photo-artic-castle-free/id555982949 

(includes /b/)

Intuitive app interface Yes Yes Yes (nice clean intuitive app interface. 
Older kids and teens tended to like the 
style of this app better than Articulation 

Station Pro or Articulate It! Pro.)

A bit challenging to figure out 
but the in-app infographic for 
each area is helpful. I find the 
“clean” white screen option 
more intuitive and used it 

when working with older kids, 
teens and young adults.

A bit challenging to figure out but the 
in-app help area with screenshots and 

the YouTube video are very helpful.

Pictures Color photos Color photos + Smarty Symbols SymbolStix symbols Color photos Color photos

Voiceovers Very high quality and consistent 
throughout the app

Good quality but varies among word/
phrase/sentence/stories

High quality and consistent throughout 
the app

Good quality but a little 
inconsistent 

High quality and consistent throughout 
the app

Option to have 
voiceovers 

automatically spoken 
when picture shown

No No Yes Yes No

In-App Instructions In-app guide with several tutorial 
videos

In-app video tutorial + In-app 
instructional audio walks you through 
every item (unfortunately there isn't a 

way to toggle off that audio 
instruction in the iPhone version)

In-app guide with hyperlinks to get 
quickly to the section needed. Nice setup 

wizard for adding new users.

Infographic tutorial for each 
screen. Can be toggled off/on 

in settings. Also link that 
takes you to tutorial videos 

on their website.

In-app help guide divided into sections. 
Screenshots are helpful. Also a detailed 
video on their YouTube channel: https://

youtu.be/qAj4c_ONX8I

Tips for teaching 
sounds

Yes No No Yes (tap on “i” button while in 
a specific artic video to find 

them)

No

Sounds Included 22 sound decks plus L blends, R 
blends, S blends, vocalic R, rl, and a 

phonological processes section

23 sound decks (voiced and voiceless 
TH are separated) plus L clusters, S 

clusters, R clusters and a 
phonological processes section 

21 sound decks (no /ng/ deck) plus L 
blends, R blends, S blends

19 sound decks (no decks for 
/w/, /h/, /Y/) plus L blends, R 
blends, S blends, vocalic R, 

rl. Also has 28 decks of 
Minimal Pairs for 

Phonological Processes.

22 sound decks (no /ng/ deck, voiced 
and voiceless TH are separated) plus L 
blends, R blends, S blends, vocalic /r/ 

Option to target 
words with recurring 

sounds

No No No No Yes (that option is offered in addition to 
Initial/Medial/Final positions)

Can target words with 
specific number of 

syllables

Yes (by toggling on “sort by syllables” 
in the settings, then “deselect all” in a 
word list, then tap on each word you 

want Included)

Yes (This feature is better on the iPad 
where you can select the number of 

syllables you want included in a word 
list within a specific sound. On the 

iPhone you have to “deselect all” and 
then select each word to be included 
with the number of syllables wanted. 

If you just care about targeting 
multisyllabic words with 2, 3 or 4 

syllables without needing to target a 
specific sound, then that feature is 
helpful when using the app on the 

iPhone.)

Yes No Yes

Can select specific  
sound combinations 

within the blends

Yes - blends are subdivided into 
separate decks

Not easily. Would have to deselect all 
and then select the specific ones to 

include.

Yes - blends are subdivided into separate 
decks

Partially (S blends are 
subdivided into separate 

decks. L blends & R blends 
are not)

Yes

Can target multiple 
sounds at a time

Yes (but wasn't able to use custom 
lists for more than one sound)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Includes separate 
vocalic /r/ 

Yes - each position of /r/ is subdivided 
into separate decks including all 

variations of vocalic /r/

No (they have a separate R Intensive 
Pro app for that, $21.99)

Yes - /r/ is subdivided into separate 
decks including all variations of vocalic /

r/

Yes Yes - /r/ is subdivided into separate 
decks including all variations of 

vocalic /r/

Includes phonological 
processes

Yes Yes No (but can create your own custom 
decks and cards)

Yes No

Includes minimal 
pairs

No No (they have a separate Minimal 
Pairs Academy app, $19.99)

No (they have a separate PhonoPix - Full 
app that I love and used frequently - 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/
phonopix-full/id418845571?

mt=8&at=10lcso, http://expressive-
solutions.com/phonopix/. Unfortunately it 

isn't currently available for purchase in 
the App Store. The app developer 

indicated that he hopes to update it 
soon)

Yes No

Option to shuffle 
cards 

No Yes (toggle on “random images”) Yes Yes (toggle off “keep deck 
order on replay)

Automatically shuffles 

Quick Play / Quick 
Start option 

Yes (data shown at end and then you 
have the option to save it to a specific 

user or add the new user. Can save 
audio recordings too)

Yes - iPad only (data shown at end 
with option to print or e-mail. No 

option to save it to a specific user or 
to add the new user… so be sure to 
get any date needed before exiting 

that screen). Quick play not available 
on iPhone.

Yes (data shown at end and then you 
have the option to save it to a specific 

user or add the new user)

Yes (the app automatically 
generates a temporary user 
name and then at the end 

you have the option to delete. 
Can edit that user area later)

Yes (but data is not saved in that mode 
so be sure to tap “score” to see the 

totals and % correct before tapping the 
Home button or exiting the app)

Can set up user 
profiles

Yes Yes (iPhone version doesn't have 
“notes” and “e-mail” info for users)

Yes Yes Yes

Can add image to 
user profile 

Yes (import picture from the Camera 
Roll on your device or take photo via 

in app camera - forward or rear)

Yes (pick an avatar or choose photo 
from the Camera Roll on your device. 
No option to take a photo within the 

app)

Yes (import picture from the Camera Roll 
on your device or take photo via in app 

camera - forward or rear)

Yes (only option is to take a 
photo via in app camera - 

forward or rear. No option to 
import an image or to use an 

avatar)

No

Can save targeted 
sounds for users

No (but if you tap on data for a 
particular session for a user, you can 

choose “repeat all” or “repeat 
missed”)

No (but if you tap on data for a 
particular session for a user, you can 

choose “repeat session” or when 
setting up a new session can tap 

“repeat previous items”

Yes (save targeted sound decks, sound 
positions within each deck, whether or 
not cards should be shuffled, syllable 
lengths to be included (1, 2, 3, 4+), 

grammatical level (flashcards: word or 
sentence); matching: word (only option), 
and difficulty level for the matching game 
(easy: 3 pairs/field of 6, medium: 6 pairs/

field of 12, hard: 10 pairs/field of 20). 
Nice set up wizard makes this easy and 
is a big timesaver when using the app 

repeatedly with the same patients/
students. Once you set up users this app 

can be started very quickly in 2 steps 
(choose activity (flashcards or matching) 

and select students)

Yes Yes (save goals with targeted sound, 
response type (imitated, spontaneous), 
position, syllable length to be included 

(1, 2, 3+), level (word, phrase, 
sentence), accuracy (slider to choose 

any level in 5% increments), can 
preview word list and photos, set 

scoring options (correct, incorrect, 
approximation, cued).

Can sync user profiles 
across devices

Yes Inconsistently No No No

Can search for user 
profiles

No (listed alphabetically by first name) No (listed alphabetically by first name) Yes Yes No (listed alphabetically by first name)

Can use with groups 
of users

Yes (up to 6 in a group) Yes (up to 6 in a group) Yes (can have more than 6 users in a 
group…they are shown in alphabetical 

order by first name along the top to 
swipe and tap to switch)

Yes (can have more than 6 
users in group but screen 
size and name lengths will 

limit how many can be seen 
and used at the top of the 

screen since that area is not 
swipeable). 

Yes (can have more than 6 users in a 
group…tap on the name at the top of 

the screen and a list will pop up in 
alphabetical order by first name)

Can create and add 
cards to existing 

decks  

Yes (The cool thing is they can be 
added to several sound decks at a 
time. Also create your own unique 

phrases and unique sentences. These 
can all be edited and deleted.)

Yes No No No

Can create and add 
cards to custom 

decks

No No Yes No No

Can create and save 
custom word lists

Yes (Can create customized word lists 
for one sound or lists with multiple 
sounds. This can be used to create 

target specific lists of functional words 
and/or high interest motivators. Lists 
that contain multiple sounds can only 
be used as flashcards. Single sound 

lists can be used in all activities in the 
word, phrase and sentence level. 

Must have at least 6 words in a list to 
use it in the matching activity.)

No No No No

Can select/deselect 
specific words in a 

deck

Yes Yes No No No

Option to “repeat 
missed” words from a 

previous session

Yes No No No No

Option to “repeat all” 
items from a previous 

session

Yes Yes (tap on data for a particular 
session for a user, then can choose 

“repeat session” or when setting up a 
new session can tap “repeat previous 
items” (iPhone version doesn't offer 

the repeat option)

No No Yes (can tap “continue session” as long 
as “close session” hasn't been tapped 

for it)

Modeling of sound in 
isolation

Yes - tap on the letter on each sound 
deck for audio model

No No Yes - with animated video 
models from side and front. 

Ability to view these 
separately in Artic Videos 

section (slow/medium/fast 
options) and as an overlay on 
flashcards that can be moved 

anywhere on the screen. 

No

Age of typical mastery 
info

Yes No No Yes (tap on “i” button while in 
a specific artic video to find 

them)

No

Flashcards Yes Yes Yes Yes (Practice Cards) Yes (Photo Fun)

Can see # completed/
total in deck on the 

flashcard screen

Yes No No No No

Easy way to toggle 
back and forth 
between word-

phrase-sentence level 
on flashcards

No Yes (tabs at bottom of flashcard) Yes (tap on the blue strip at the bottom of 
the flashcard to toggle back and forth 

between words and sentences. No 
phrase level in this app.

Yes Yes (can tap text to toggle between 
levels)

Swipe to proceed to 
next flashcard

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Option to auto 
advance after scoring 

a flashcard

No Yes No Yes Yes (but toggling that on also auto 
switches users if using the app in a 

group)

Matching Game Field of 12 (6 pairs) with “play again” 
option. When using the matching 

game in a group, each user has their 
own game board (app switches 

between them when changing turns). 
The most recent two cards selected 

remain face up when the app is 
switched to the next user's turn.

Field of 20 (plus one card face up that 
you are trying to find that match for). 

The only way to have a smaller field is 
to choose a limited number of target 
words (number of words = field size if 
≤20). No “play again” option. If using 
in a group, I highly suggest using a 

small word list since the game stays 
on one user until they find the match 
before it switches to the next user's 
cards. (Not available when using the 

app on an iPhone)

Three levels of difficulty available (easy: 3 
pairs/field of 6, medium: 6 pairs/field of 

12, hard: 10 pairs/field of 20) with a 
“replay” option. What’s cool is you can 
use a larger number of targeted words 
while using a smaller field of cards. Tap 

“replay” to add a new mix of target cards 
to the game. When using the matching 

game in a group, each user has their own 
game board (app switches between them 
when changing turns). The most recent 

two cards selected remain face up when 
the app is switched to the next user's 

turn.

No Two levels of difficulty (level 1: 6 pairs/
field of 12, level 2: 10 pairs/field of 20). 

Game has a nice solid blue 
background. The level 2 matching game 

is not available on an iPhone. When 
using the matching games in a group, 
each user has their own game board 
(app switches between them when 

changing turns). No cards are left facing 
up from the previous turn so it can 
become challenging to remember 

where cards were.

Can have word/
phrase/sentence 

levels all within 
matching game

Only single word level used on 
matching game

Only single word level used on 
matching game

Only single word level used on matching 
game

NA Yes

Other Games No (but the rotating phrases and 
sentences feel “game-like”)

If using the app on an iPad, the Guess 
What? activity is a fun alternative to 

flashcards. The picture is hidden and 
a question with clues describing it is 
presented. You tap the card to turn it 
over to see if you guessed correctly. I 
had older kids who would request this 
activity in the app. Not available when 

using the app on an iPhone.

No No Arcade Game (6 variations of a tap - 
earn points - reveal picture card game. 
Can have word/phrase/sentence levels 
all within these games). The only “skill” 
needed to play is “targeted touch” to 
tap a specific area on the screen. By 
having the games be variations of the 

same activity there is nothing you have 
to learn in order to play. I love that you 

can toggle easily between game 
options without having to end a session 

(on iPad only). The size and speed of 
targets, visual movement and amount 
of visual and auditory stimulation vary 

among the arcade games. Balloon Pop 
(popping sound and visual, wind sound, 
against moving sky background), Duck 

Derby (rubber duck squeak, running 
water sound, against slightly rippling 

pool water background, slower moving 
game), Fishing Rodeo (splash, running 

water sound, same slightly rippling pool 
water background, slower moving 

game), Hidden Treasure (digging sound, 
no background sound until a gem is 

tapped, background is a cross section 
of earth showing a bit of grass and 

large area of dirt with brightly colored 
gems. The background moves 

horizontally in this game), Raceway 
(beeping car horn, race car engine 

sounds, primary color race cars against 
a three lane black race track with white 

lane lines and red/white edging - the 
visual movement is pretty fast in this 
one), Space Explorer (space pinging 

sound, instrumental new age 
soundtrack, after scoring the flying 

saucer lights up and whooshing sound 
is made, against a black outer space 
background with white star streaks 

moving rapidly towards you). 

Phrases Rotating Phrases: Has a lead word 
that you can spin to choose and then 
long press to lock & a target word to 
spin. Kids love spinning by tapping 

the big red spin button. Unique 
Phrases: 3 word phrase with the 

target word in red

3 word phrases included in flashcards No (but the sentences are short) 2 word phrases 2-3 word phrases

Sentences Rotating: 7 word sentence with the 
target word rotating with a spin 

button. Unique: 4-8 word sentence 
with target word in red.

6-8 word sentences included in 
flashcards

3-4 word sentences included in 
flashcards

4-6 word sentences 5-10 word sentences

Stories Two levels of stories are available to 
target each sound in each position 

(initial, medial, final). Level 1: Has two 
short sound loaded sentences that 
rhyme and are picture supported. 
Three comprehension questions. 

Level 2: A sound loaded paragraph 
without pictures. Three 

comprehension questions. Both 
levels: Can tap on the text to have it 

read aloud. Option to record.

Sound loaded paragraphs are 
available to target each sound in each 
position (initial, medial, final). Option 

to show or hide the illustration. Target 
words are in bold. Option to have it 
read aloud. Option to record. Seven 

comprehension questions. (Not 
available when using the app on an 

iPhone)

No No No

Can change activities 
without terminating a 

session

No Yes No NA Yes

Can adjust settings 
without terminating a 

session

Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Option to use in-app 
camera for visual 

feedback 

No Yes (and it can be moved anywhere 
on the screen)

Yes - can use the video recording option 
for visual feedback without recording. But 

cannot see the flashcard or matching 
game target card when in the video area

Yes - can use the video 
recording option for visual 

feedback without recording

No

Can alter appearance 
of the app

No Yes - in addition to the default theme, 
there are 18 other fun themes to 

choose from (4th of July, Christmas, 
Cinema, Dog, Fall, Halloween, Ninja, 
Pirates, Princess, Space, Spring, St. 

Patrick’s Day, Summer, Super Heroes, 
Thanksgiving, Underwater, Valentine’s 

Day, Winter)

No Yes - has colorful “kid 
friendly” and clean white 

options

No

Can rotate flashcard 
image on screen 

(while scoring buttons 
remain facing the 

SLP) 

No Yes (only if using the app on an iPad) No No No

Audio Recording 
option

 Yes Yes Yes Yes (with recording/replay 
button added to top left 

corner of flashcard). Option 
to save recordings.

Yes (but be sure to tap the save icon + 
confirm in order to save that recording 
before moving on to the next screen)

Audio Recording 
button can be hidden

Yes No No No (but it isn't obvious/
prominent - under camcorder 

icon on top left area)

Yes (but have to toggle it off each time 
you enter that activity. No way to keep it 

toggled off for a particular user)

Audio recordings can 
be deleted 

Yes (specific ones or delete all) Yes (specific ones) NA (recordings can only be replayed 
while on that card, they are not saved)

No way to delete recordings 
without deleting the user 

profile.

Yes (specific ones)

Video Recording 
option

No No Yes (but it takes up the whole screen, 
can't see the flashcard or matching game 
card while on the video recording screen)

Yes (with smaller flashcard in 
bottom left side of screen). 
Option to save recordings.

No

Video recordings can 
be deleted 

NA NA NA (recordings can only be replayed 
while on that card, they are not saved)

No way to delete recordings 
without deleting the user 

profile. 

NA

Settings options Toggle on/off: scoring buttons being 
visible, scoring sounds, scoring 

approximations, recording button, 
voiceover audio, matching delay 

(cards remain visible when a match is 
made until next card tapped), sort 
word lists by number of syllables, 

passing at 80% or 90%) 

Scoring style (toggle between having/
not having approximations). Toggle 

on/off: transition sounds, display 
written word, random images, display 

word source, move automatically, 
display scores, instructional audio, 
manual turn taking (in a group). Add 
custom words. Unfortunately when 

using the app on an iPhone, the 
setting options for display scores, 

instructional audio, manual turn taking 
and add custom words are missing.

Toggle on/off: all audio, flashcard 
autoplay, flashcard tap sound, matching 

tap sound, matching success sound, 
tallies (the “yay” - correct & “aww” - 

incorrect sounds), hide matched cards, 
matched card delay, hide all tallies (to 

hide all scoring), hide prompted tallies (to 
hide correct with a prompt and incorrect 

with a prompt scoring buttons)

Toggle on/off: play sound 
effects, auto advance after 

scoring, show correct/
approximate/wrong counts, 

faster animations, keep deck 
order on replay, autoplay card 
sounds when card shown, kid 
friendly mode, show tutorial 

for screener, show tutorial for 
session, show tutorial for 

names, show popup alerts 
boxed on internal errors 

Main settings area: Toggle on/off: auto-
advance (auto advances pictures & auto 

advances players if using in a group). 
There is also a “More” settings area in 
the top right corner of each game: end 

session, change goal, view results, hide 
recorder, notes, switch games & game 
settings (another place to toggle on/off 

the auto advance for pictures & 
players). The “hide recorder” option 
only appears after the first card has 

been revealed in a game.

Scoring Correct / Approximation / Incorrect 
(with distinct sound effect for each)

Correct / Approximation / Incorrect 
(no distinction in sound)

Correct, Correct with Prompt, Incorrect, 
Incorrect with Prompt (“yay - correct, 

“aww” - incorrect; no distinction in sound 
for prompted scoring)

Correct / Approximation / 
Incorrect (with distinct sound 

effect for each)

Incorrect / Approximation / Cued / 
Correct (no distinction in sound)

Simplified scoring 
option (correct / 

incorrect)

Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Can undo scoring 
errors

Yes (by tapping on % area) Yes (by tapping on % area) Yes (by tapping curved back arrow) No No

Option to toggle off/
hide scoring buttons

Yes Yes Yes No (but can toggle off scoring 
totals so not visible on 

flashcard screen)

Partially (can toggle off Incorrect, 
Approximation and Cued buttons when 
setting up a new user. No way to toggle 

off the Correct button)

Option to toggle off 
scoring sound effects

Yes Yes (toggle of “transition sounds) Yes Yes No

Detailed data 
collection

Includes specific words by correct, 
approximation, incorrect (with #/total 

and %), notes, recordings. Can select 
80% or 90% as “passing” criteria in 

the settings.

Includes #/total and % (for correct, 
approximate and incorrect), overall 

accuracy, specific words by correct, 
approximation, incorrect, notes, 

recordings

No (only #/total and % for Correct 
(Independent), Correct (Prompted) and 
Total Correct + notes; no data regarding 

specific words. Audio and video 
recordings are not saved so be sure to 
view them before leaving that flashcard 

or matching game screen.

Includes specific words by 
correct, approximate, wrong 

with #/total and %

Includes sound goal (response type, 
position, syllables, level, passing 
accuracy % set, scoring options), 

overall accuracy for that session (# & % 
for each scoring option), accuracy for 
specific words (# & % for each scoring 

option) and graphs.

View-print-share data Yes (view, print & share via e-mail - 
audio recordings can be attached)

Yes (view, print & share via e-mail - 
audio recordings can be attached)

Yes (view & share via e-mail, could then 
print that e-mail)

Yes (view & share via e-mail, 
could then print that e-mail)

Yes (view, print & share via e-mail - 
option to include graphs. Audio 

recordings can be replayed but cannot 
be attached to an e-mail)

Can sort data Yes (by date, sound/position, score, 
%, passed, notes)

No (listed by date, most recent first) No (listed by date, most recent first. But 
can specify a date range for data to be 

shared)

No Partially (can view all sessions for a user 
by date or by goal & can view sessions 

by users or dates)

Can delete data for 
specific sessions

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (but if it was a group session data is 
deleted for all users or you can delete 
data for a specific user by deleting a 

specific goal)

Automatic backup via 
iCloud

Yes (toggle on under Scores -> Data 
backup and restore. Automatically 

backs up weekly, one month of 
backups (5 total) will be saved and 
backup files include: user profiles, 

scores, recorded audio, custom lists & 
custom images)

Yes (toggle on under Support -> 
Backup Management)

No No No

Option to manually 
backup/restore users 

and data via iCloud

Yes Maybe - it worked inconsistently. 
There is no dedicated “manual 

backup” button. Had to toggle off 
iCloud backup, toggle back on, then 

select Backup or Restore. 

 No (there is no backup/restore option at 
all… something to be aware of before 
spending lots of time creating custom 

decks and custom cards)

No No

All outside links are 
secured behind a 

parental gate

No (all links to their website and their 
other apps are unsecured)

Almost (there is one unsecured link to 
another app when you open this app 
for the first time, afterwards there are 
“long press and hold” parental gates 
securing the support, app center and 

sharing data areas)

NA (the support Send Feedback form is 
the only thing that goes outside the app)

No (all links unsecured even 
when in “kid friendly” mode)

No (links to tell others about the app via 
e-mail/Facebook/Twitter, e-mail the 
company to report a bug or make a 

suggestion, and to rate the app are all 
unsecured)

                                           (General comment about unsecured links in any apps: This was never an issue when I used apps in therapy sessions but it could be concerning if kids are using the app for carryover at home

                                             where parents may be having to shift attention between several kids especially in the current pandemic and era of distance learning).

Homework sheets Free on the developer’s Mommy 
Speech Therapy blog: https://
mommyspeechtherapy.com/?

page_id=55

Yes No No No

Website http://www.littlebeespeech.com https://www.smartyearsapps.com http://expressive-solutions.com https://www.speechtutor.org https://www.superduperinc.com/
products/view.aspx?stid=662&s=font-

color=

App Support http://www.littlebeespeech.com/
support.php

Can send an e-mail via the Support 
button within the app. Contact form 

on website: https://
www.smartyearsapps.com/contact-

us-2/

Can send an e-mail via More -> Send 
Feedback within the app. FAQs and 

contact on website: http://expressive-
solutions.com/support/ & http://

expressive-solutions.com/contact-us/

Use their online contact form: 
https://www.speechtutor.org/

contact

Can send an e-mail via Thumbs up -> 
Report Bug button within the app. FAQs 

on website: https://
www.superduperinc.com/landing/

sdapps.aspx . Contact form on website: 
https://www.superduperinc.com/About/
Contact.aspx (but given the size of the 
company, I highly suggest using the e-

mail within the app)

They also offer a Spanish version of 
this app: Articulation Station Pro Es 

by Little Bee Speech

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/

articulation-station-pro-es/
id1055553618

If you want even more 
features, take a look at their 
newest Speech World app 
(https://apps.apple.com/us/

app/speech-world/
id1466308060, iPad only, iOS 
12.0 or later, $49.99). I’m in 
the process of beta testing 
updates for it so may add 

more info about it later. Looks 
like it may have a web-based 
version coming that could be 

helpful for those doing 
distance learning / 

teletherapy.

Additional resources Free printables: http://
www.littlebeespeech.com/
resources.php & http://
www.littlebeespeech.com/resources/
pdf/as_homework_sheet.pdf ; How To 
Mirror Your iPad for Teletherapy: 
http://www.littlebeespeech.com/blog/
how-to-mirror-your-ipad-for-
teletherapy/


SLP TV on YouTube: https://
www.youtube.com/channel/

UCLZMvbjQKnijCj8AIPDSrBg

Free printable Handy Handouts: 
https://www.superduperinc.com/

Handouts/Handout.aspx?
SearchStr=Handouts

                                        Please read this blog post for more info related to this interactive document: https://wp.me/p1t7TU-aQs
     This PDF is meant to be interactive (zoom in, swipe and tap on links) and is not formatted to print. It is best viewed in the iBooks/Books app (iPad or iPhone) or similar PDF viewer.
                                  OMazing Kids Facebook Page: https://bit.ly/2Si6k7Y & the AppPeeps Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/OMazingKidsAppPeeps/

Availability, pricing and features were all checked at the time this was created (8/13/20 7:00pm CST). Availability and pricing may vary outside of the USA. App features are subject to change as updates are released. 

All apps were used extensively on an iPad Pro 9.7” running iOS 10.3.3 with over 9GB of free memory, an iPad Mini 2 running iOS 12.4.8 with over 1.5GB of free memory & an iPhone 11 running iOS 13.5.1 with over 39GB

of free memory. The most recent version of each app was tested and all worked as expected on every device and iOS they were tested on (no crashes or glitches found). This is not a guarantee that every app will work for

you (may vary by device model, iOS and how much memory is free)

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/articulation-station-pro/id491998279
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/articulate-it-pro/id391296844
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artikpix-full/id356720379
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/speech-tutor-pro/id1323272450
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/webber-photo-artic-castle-pro/id553925592
https://bit.ly/3gIXZEy
https://bit.ly/31GAXrF
https://bit.ly/3iqM8LG
https://bit.ly/3gPe6jU
https://bit.ly/33LocyK
https://bit.ly/2XSStId
https://bit.ly/340DIH5
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/articulation-station/id467415882
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artikpix/id383022107
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/webber-photo-artic-castle-free/id555982949
https://youtu.be/qAj4c_ONX8I
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/phonopix-full/id418845571?mt=8&at=10lcso
http://expressive-solutions.com/phonopix/
https://mommyspeechtherapy.com/?page_id=55
http://www.littlebeespeech.com
https://www.smartyearsapps.com
http://expressive-solutions.com
https://www.speechtutor.org
https://www.superduperinc.com/products/view.aspx?stid=662&s=font-color=
http://www.littlebeespeech.com/support.php
https://www.smartyearsapps.com/contact-us-2/
http://expressive-solutions.com/support/
http://expressive-solutions.com/contact-us/
https://www.speechtutor.org/contact
https://www.superduperinc.com/landing/sdapps.aspx
https://www.superduperinc.com/About/Contact.aspx
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/articulation-station-pro-es/id1055553618
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/speech-world/id1466308060
http://www.littlebeespeech.com/resources.php
http://www.littlebeespeech.com/resources/pdf/as_homework_sheet.pdf
http://www.littlebeespeech.com/blog/how-to-mirror-your-ipad-for-teletherapy/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLZMvbjQKnijCj8AIPDSrBg
https://www.superduperinc.com/Handouts/Handout.aspx?SearchStr=Handouts
https://wp.me/p1t7TU-aQs
https://bit.ly/2Si6k7Y
https://www.facebook.com/groups/OMazingKidsAppPeeps/

